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R283However, and more importantly,
these findings demonstrate that early
visual areas have a critical role in
natural scene categorization after
areas higher in the visual hierarchy
have become active. This strongly
suggests that recurrent interactions
between brain areas are necessary for
successful visual scene processing.
They are also in line with other findings
implying that recurrent interactions are
necessary between early and higher
visual areas in awareness [7,8] and
in the modulation of the sensitivity of
visual areas by regions such as the
frontal eye fields [9] or the posterior
parietal cortex [10].
This type of interaction between
areas allows for far greater sensitivity
and flexibility within systems and raises
the possibility that recurrent feedback
may offer amechanism bywhich partial
information may still give rise to ready
and rapid perception. For example, it
may be that in conditions where partial
information about an object is present,
feedback may act to strengthen the
response to this information, allowing
successful detection. This could
therefore be one mechanism
contributing to object view invariance,
the ability to assign the same label to an
object when it is presented from
different viewpoints, or the ability to
recognise partially obscured objects.These findings may also be
consistent with representation of
information being related to patterns
of oscillatory activitywithin anetworkof
regions [11], rather than being codedby
firing rates or interactions between
a hierarchy of areas responding to
features of stimuli. Transitions from
a pseudoequilibrium state to
a transmission state [12] in response to
input may correlate with the neural
basis of, in this example, visual
recognition. This is an area which has
been investigated to some extent in
animals [13] but much less so in
humans. Futureworkon the importance
of feedback in dynamic perceptual
systems as well as the way that
properties of such systems may give
rise to rapid state changes may give
a better idea of how decisions are
represented in the brain, and offer
insight into the transition between
sensory input and decision making.
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the Guanine Nucleotide StateEB proteins accumulate at the tips of growingmicrotubules and recruit to them
a multitude of factors to regulate microtubule functions. A new study suggests
that EBs recognize microtubule ends by distinguishing between different
states of the tubulin-bound guanine nucleotide.Anna Akhmanova1
and Michel O. Steinmetz2
Microtubules (MTs) are dynamic
cytoskeletal filaments that
spontaneously switch between phases
of growth and shortening, a behavior
termed dynamic instability [1]. MTs
grow and shrink by the addition and
loss of stable a/b-tubulin heterodimers
at their ends. Due to their intrinsic
polarity, MTs contain two distinct ends,
a fast-growing end (termed the plus
end) and a slow-growing end (termedthe minus end). Both a- and b-tubulin
bind one guanine nucleotide molecule;
however, the GTP associated with
a-tubulin is never hydrolyzed, while
the GTP on b-tubulin is converted to
GDP when the tubulin subunit is
incorporated into the MT lattice. It is
generally accepted that there is a time
delay between tubulin incorporation
and GTP hydrolysis. As a result, a cap
of GTP-bound tubulin subunits is
present at growing MT plus ends.
This GTP cap stabilizes the growing
MT plus end and its loss leads to MTdisassembly (the switch from growth
to shrinkage is denoted a catastrophe),
while the reverse transition (denoted
rescue) is associated with the
regaining of a GTP cap at the
growing MT plus end.
Growing MT tips form a platform for
the accumulation of a large group of
factors, collectively known as MT
plus-end tracking proteins (+TIPs),
which control MT dynamics and
link MTs to various cellular structures
[2,3]. +TIPs form complex interaction
networks, at the core of which are the
members of the end-binding (EB) family
of proteins [4]. These relatively small
and highly conserved proteins
autonomously bind to growing MT
ends, where they form comet-like
accumulations and where they recruit
multiple other +TIPs [5–7]. While a MT
keeps growing, an EB-positive comet
at its tip progresses through the cell.
In spite of this apparent movement,























Figure 1. Models explaining MT plus end recognition by EB proteins.
(A) Different models explaining the preference of EB proteins for the growing MT plus end. The
scheme depicts a MT with 13 protofilaments arranged in a B-lattice configuration and a sheet
of tubulin subunits at the growing MT plus end. In one model, EB binds to the open tubulin
sheet at the MT tip. Electron microscopy-based analysis of MTs grown in vitro showed that
their ends contain tubulin sheet-like extensions [9]. This led to the idea that EBs could specif-
ically recognize the sheet structure and might affect its folding into tubes [10]. In a second
model, EB preferentially binds to the A- rather than the B-lattice. Mal3, the EB orthologue
from fission yeast, preferentially binds to the seam, the discontinuity present in B-lattice
MTs with 13 protofilaments [12]. The lateral contacts between tubulin subunits at the seam
are the same as those present in MTs with an A-lattice. Mal3 was shown to promote A-lattice
formation in vitro [13]. In a third model, EB binds to a/b-tubulin heterodimers in which the GTP
on b-tubulin has not yet been hydrolyzed to GDP. (B) Chemical structures of GTP, slowly
hydrolysable GTP analogues (GMPCPP and GTPgS), inorganic phosphate (Pi) and BeF3
-.
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R284individual EB proteins remain
stationary with respect to the MT
lattice: they reach MT ends by diffusion
from the cytoplasm, are transiently
immobilized at this location and are
released for another round of binding
and unbinding [8]. This intriguing
‘tracking’ behavior suggests that EBs
recognize a specific structure of the
growing MT end.
What is the nature of the structure
that EBs ‘see’ at the growing MT end?
Threemodels have been put forward so
far (Figure 1A). First, based on electron
microscopy analysis of MTs grown
in vitro, it was proposed that EBs
preferentially bind to extended tubulin
sheets at MT tips [9,10]. Second, EBs
might preferentially bind to a special
type of MT lattice structure. The MT
cylinder is formed by the lateral
and parallel association of rows of
head-to-tail aligned tubulin dimers
(so called protofilaments; Figure 1A).
Protofilaments can be arranged into an
A-lattice in which a-tubulin subunitsfrom one protofilament laterally
associate with the b-tubulin subunits
of adjacent protofilaments, or into
a B-lattice, which comprises lateral
a-to-a- and b-to-b-tubulin contacts
(Figure 1A). Cellular MTs typically
consist of 13 protofilaments that form
a B-lattice [11]. 13-protofilament MTs
harbor a lattice discontinuity, called the
seam, which displays tubulin contacts
of the A-lattice type (Figure 1A). Mal3,
the EB orthologue from fission yeast,
was shown to preferentially bind to the
seam of B-lattice MTs and to promote
formation of A-lattice MTs in vitro
[12,13]. Finally, a third model suggests
that EBs might recognize the freshly
polymerized MT tips by binding to the
GTP cap. The first indication that EBs
can distinguish between GTP- and
GDP-tubulin within the MT lattice
came from a study that showed that
EB1–GFP preferentially associated
with MTs assembled in the presence
of GMPCPP, a slowly hydrolysable
analogue of GTP (Figure 1B) [14].In a recent paper published in the
Proceedings of the National Academy
of Science, Maurer et al. [15] extended
the studies of the tubulin-bound
nucleotide by testing the
non-hydrolysable GTP analogue
GTPgS (Figure 1B). The authors further
used beryllium fluoride (BeF3
-),
a compound that associates with
the g-phosphate binding site on
GDP-tubulin to mimic the GDP-Pi
transition state of tubulin in MTs [16].
Surprisingly, the authors found no
preference of either EB1 or Mal3 for
static GMPCPP-MTs. A more detailed
analysis suggested that previous
observations [14] might have been
made because of the use of an
oligohistidine-tagged EB1–GFP
version. However, Maurer et al. did
find a strong association of both EB1




authors showed that the dissociation
constant of the complexes formed
between Mal3 and growing MT plus
ends, GTPgS- and GDP/BeF3
--MTs is
in the low nanomolar range, while
it is 10-fold higher for the one formed
between Mal3 and GDP-MTs.
Furthermore, they found that the dwell
times of individual Mal3 or EB1
molecules on growing MT ends and on
the GTPgS-MT lattice are very similar.
The density of decoration at high
concentrations of Mal3 was also similar
for the growing MT tip and for the
GTPgS-MT lattice. Using electron
microscopy, the authors showed that
both GTPgS- and GDP-BeF3
--tubulin
assemblies are not two-dimensional
sheet structures but tubular MTs that
exhibit a B-lattice configuration.
Together, the findings by Maurer
et al. suggest that in contrast
to GMPCPP-MTs, GTPgS- or
GDP/BeF3
--MT B-lattices are good
mimics of growing MT tips with respect
to EB binding. An unexpected
implication of this result is that EBs can
distinguish between GMPCPP- and
other ‘GTP-like’-MT lattices.
It challenges the long-standing
assumption that a GMPCPP-MT lattice
is a good mimic of the GTP cap.
If the EBs can recognize GTP-bound
tubulin subunits at growing MT tips,
do they also affect GTP hydrolysis?
Maurer et al. suggest that this is the
case, because they observed shorter
comets at higher EB concentrations,
consistent with the idea that EBs
promote the conversion from a GTP- to
Dispatch
R285a GDP-MT lattice. This result would
explain why, in vitro, EBs can promote
catastrophes [5,10,17], which are
thought to be associated with the
loss of the GTP cap [18]. On the other
hand, in cells, the depletion of EBs
leads to shorter rather than to longer
EB comets and results in an increase
rather than a decrease in catastrophe
frequency [19]; this observation,
however, might be due to the
functional interplay of EBs with
other MT regulators.
The work of Maurer et al. raises
interesting questions. If the EBs indeed
preferentially bind to the GTP-MT
lattice, does this mean that they
provide a direct readout for the
localization and size of the GTP cap?
An EB-positive comet is an extended
structure, which in mammalian cells
easily reaches 2 micrometers in length
[17,19]. In contrast, it is generally
thought that a small layer of
GTP-tubulin subunits with a length in
the range of tens of nanometers is
sufficient to stabilize growing MT ends
[18]. This notion, however, does not
define the actual cap length — it is
possible that single dispersed tubulin
subunits with non-hydrolyzed GTP
persist over time in the cap, and
convert only gradually to the
GDP-tubulin form. This hypothesis
could offer an attractive explanation
for the observed exponential decay
of the comet intensity [8,17,19],
assuming that persisting GTP- or
GDP-Pi-bound tubulin subunits could
affect the structure of neighboring
subunits within the cap.
One way to experimentally probe the
model described above would be by
using an independent agent that
detects GTP-tubulin subunits in MTs.
In this context, a monoclonal antibody
against GTPgS-tubulin has been
generated [20]. However, comparison
of the MT decoration pattern of EB to
that of the anti GTPgS-tubulin antibody
indicates that the two molecules are
unlikely to recognize the same
structural MT epitope: in addition to
MT ends, this antibody also strongly
labels small patches along the
whole MT lattice, which is not the
case for EBs.
How do EBs distinguish between
different nucleotide states of tubulin?
Since EBs show no significant binding
to a/b-tubulin heterodimers [5], it is
tempting to speculate that they
recognize a region between tubulin
subunits, close to the guaninenucleotide binding site of b-tubulin,
which is expected to undergo
a conformational change upon GTP
hydrolysis [15]. Having static mimics of
the otherwise transient structure that
EBs recognize atMT tips at hand opens
the way for a detailed analysis of the
structural basis of this highly specific
and intriguing intracellular protein
localization mechanism.
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of Switch Points
The evolution of conditional, alternative strategies is a major factor in
adaptation. In animals, the frequency of alternative morphs, characterized by
different morphologies and mating tactics, can be both condition-dependent
and subject to rapid evolutionary change.Derek A. Roff
The interaction of ecology and genetic
variation in producing rapid
evolutionary change has become anincreasingly important focus of
research, particularly in the face of
global warming. This process is well
illustrated by a paper by Joseph
Tomkins and colleagues [1] in a recent
